BUYING GUIDE

Children’s beds
SAFETY
All our children’s products are
tested and subjected to a risk
analysis to ensure they comply
with the most rigorous criteria
in every country where IKEA
products are sold.
For your child’s safety and
comfort, VYSSA mattresses are:
easy to keep fresh and clean,
breathable and firm. They are
attached with childproof zipper.

Time for a bed for “big kids”?
Children are constantly on the move, learning new things,
experimenting and playing. That’s why they need a safe place where
they can rest and sleep while they process all the impressions from an
active day. At this age they’ve probably outgrown their cot, and a bed
for adults seems much too big. This is when a children’s bed is
perfect. Just the right size to feel both snug, cosy and safe.
Let your needs, space and taste help you choose
Think about the kind of bed that would suit you and your child best.
If your child usually falls out of bed, it could be wise to choose a
smaller bed with a guardrail. If you want to be able to extend the bed
as your child grows, an extendable bed is perfect. Do you have limited
space? Then maybe a loft bed is the way to go, with room for a sofa
or a desk underneath. If your child would rather sleep closer to the
floor, we have day-beds with an extra bed for a friend or an extra
storage space for toys. We also have bunk beds that you can add on
to with an extra bed, so 3 people can sleep on the same space. In
short, we have beds for all needs, spaces and tastes.

EXTENDABLE BEDS 3-7 YEARS
BUSUNGE extendable bed 80×200 cm. Extendable,
so it can be pulled out as your child grows. Solid wood
slats offer firm posture support.

SUNDVIK extendable bed 80×200 cm. Extendable,
Grey-brown

390.416.60

Light pink

902.290.17

White

490.460.68

Light blue

202.743.48

so it can be pulled out as your child grows.

MINNEN extendable bed 80×200 cm. Extendable,
so it can be pulled out as your child grows.
Black

391.246.22

White

291.239.58

JUNIOR BEDS 3-7 YEARS
GULLIVER bed frame 70×160 cm. Solid wood, a hardwearing natural material. The guardrail prevents your
child from falling out of the bed.
White
398. 874.42

SNIGLAR bed frame with guard rail 70×160 cm. Solid
wood, a hard-wearing natural material. The guardrail
prevents your child from falling out of the bed.
Beech
398.239.78

KRITTER bed frame with guard rail 70×160 cm.
Solid wood, a hard-wearing natural material. The
guardrail prevents your child from falling out of the bed.
Pine
398.364.95
White
598.516.06

BEDS 8-12 YEARS
FLAXA bedframe with headboard 90×200 cm. The
space under the bed can be used as storage. For an
additional sleeping solution, you can combine this bed
frame with FLAXA underbed.
White
390.314.68

STUVA loft bed with desk and storage 90×200 cm.
With this loft bed you get a complete solution for your
child’s room – including desk, wardrobe and open shelf
unit. You can assemble the desk parallel or perpendicular
to the bed according to your needs. If you choose to
assemble the desk perpendicular to the bed, you can
access the wardrobe from both sides. To reduce the risk
of slipping the ladder has anti-slip groves. It's easy to
keep sockets and cables out of sight but close at hand.
Read more about STUVA loft bed with desk and storage
in the STUVA buying guide.
White
802.701.49

FLAXA bedframe with storage 90×200 cm. The
space under the bed can be used as storage.
White

090.319.12

KURA reversible bed 90×200 cm. Turned upside down
the bed quickly converts from a low to a high bed.
White/Pine

802.538.09
SVÄRTA loft bed 90×200 cm. You can use the space
under the bed for working or studying by completing with
SVÄRTA desk top, or create a cosy spot for seating. The
ladder mounts on the right or the left side of the bed.
Silver color
202.479.82

MYDAL bunk bed frame 90×200 cm. The ladder
mounts on the right or the left side of the bed. Made of
solid wood, which is a hardwearing and warm natural
material. A good solution where space is limited.
Pine

001.024.52
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HOW TO CHOOSE
2. Identify individual needs
Size
Are you buying a mattress for a children’s bed or an
extendable bed? All VYSSA mattresses are available in both
sizes. As the extendable beds “grows” with the child in
three steps, the mattress comes in three pieces; just add
on a part when you extend the bed.

1.Choose your materials.
Choose between spring, latex or foam. All materials aresafe
and hygienic or course, and both sides of the mattresscan be
slept on, which prolongs the life of the mattress. Ifyou are
unsure which to choose ask what type of mattressdo you
prefer to sleep on?
Spring: VYSSA spring mattresses are made with either
pocket springs or Bonell springs. The spring construction
allows air to flow freely, promoting good air circulation and a
favourable sleeping climate.

• Time: How many years do you think your child will use the
mattress? If you want to use the same mattress from the
early years and well into childhood, a thicker and more
durable mattress will provide better support as the child
grows.

Latex: We use only synthetic latex in VYSSA latex mattresses, because children may be allergic to natural latex.
Synthetic latex is extremely durable and provides additional
pressure relief for extra comfort and a hygienic sleeping
environment for your child.

• Air circulation: All VYSSA children’s mattresses promote
good air circulation, thanks to materials like egg-carton
foam, pocket spring construction or latex.
• Pressure relief: All VYSSA mattresses provide some
pressure relief, because they are made with materials like
pocket springs, high resilience foam or latex.

Foam: All VYSSA foam mattresses use quality polyurethane
or high resilience foam, which is well fitting, durable and has
pressure-relieving qualities that provide your growing child
with good support and a favourable sleeping climate. Both
sides of our foam mattresses may be slept on, which
prolongs their use.

3. Choose your mattress
On the following pages you will find all of our children’s
mattresses on offer, along with detailed facts for each.

Covers: All VYSSA covers are removable and machinewashable to create a hygienic sleeping environment for your
child. They are also well ventilated to allow for better air
circulation. All our covers are soft against the child’s skin.

FOAM MATTRESSES

VYSSA SKÖNT. Thickness: 9 cm. White.
Material: High resilience foam and jersey cover.

VYSSA SNOSA. Thickness: 8 cm. White. Material:
Polyurethane foam and cotton/ polyester cover.

SPRING MATTRESSES

VYSSA VACKERT. Thickness: 10 cm. Blue.
Material: Pocket springs and velour cover.

VYSSA VINKA. Thickness: 12 cm. Blue.
Material: Bonell springs and jersey cover.

LATEX MATTRESSES

VYSSA SOMNAT. Thickness: 10 cm. White.
Material: Synthetic latex and velour cover.
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VYSSA SLAPPNA. Thickness: 7 cm. White.
Material: Polyurethane foam and non woven cover.

MATTRESSES FOR EXTENDABLE BEDS 3-7 YEARS

VYSSA SKÖNT matress for extendable bed 80×200 cm. Pressurerelieving cold foam gives good comfort for your child. An extremely durable
mattress that can be used for a longer period of time. The cover can be
machine washed which helps keep a hygienic sleeping environment for your
child. Both sides can be slept on - it lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer.
Breathable jersey cover that is soft and nice to your child’s skin.
White

VYSSA VACKERT mattress for extendable bed 80×200 cm. Pocket spring
mattress gives precise support to your child’s growing body. The spring
construction allows air to flow freely, creating better ventilation and a
favourable sleeping climate. Protective foam box and felt pad for added
comfort and durability. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep a
hygienic sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it
lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable velour cover that’s nice
and soft to your child’s skin.

901.550.97

White

VYSSA SLAPPNA mattress for extendable bed 70×160 cm. The cover can
be machine washed which helps keep a hygienic sleeping environment for your
child. Both sides can be slept on - it lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer.
White

501.550.75

VYSSA VINKA mattress for extendable bed 80×200 cm. Bonell springs
provide great comfort and high air circulation. A durable mattress that can be
used for a longer period of time. Protective foam box and felt pad for added
comfort and durability. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep
a hygienic sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it
lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable jersey cover that is soft
and nice to your child’s skin.

602.134.47

White

701.550.84

VYSSA SNOSA matress for extendable bed 80×200 cm. Two different
comfort surfaces. The surface relieves pressure and has better air circulation
than the flat side. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep a
hygienic sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it
lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable cover that is nice and soft
against the skin.
White

102.132.56

MATTRESSES FOR JUNIOR BEDS 3-7 YEARS

VYSSA VACKERT mattress for junior bed 70×160 cm. Pocket spring
mattress gives precise support to your child’s growing body. The spring
construction allows air to flow freely, creating better ventilation and a favourable
sleeping climate. Protective foam box and feltpad for added comfort and
durability. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep a hygienic
sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it lasts longer,
and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable velour cover that’s nice and soft to your
child’s skin.

VYSSA SKÖNT mattress for junior bed 70×160 cm. Pressure-relieving
cold foam gives good comfort for your child. An extremely durable mattress
that can be used for a longer period of time. The cover can be machine
washed which helps keep a hygienic sleeping environment for your child.
Both sides can be slept on - it lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer.
Breathable jersey cover that is soft and nice to your child’s skin.
White

101.551.00

Blue

VYSSA SLAPPNA mattress for junior bed 70×160 cm. The cover can
be machine washed which helps keep a hygienic sleeping environment for
your child. Both sides can be slept on - it lasts longer, and keeps fresh for
longer.
White

VYSSA VINKA mattress for junior bed 70×160 cm. Bonell springs
provide great comfort and high air circulation. A durable mattress that can be
used for a longer period of time. Protective foam box and felt pad for added
comfort and durability. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep
a hygienic sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it
lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable jersey cover that is soft
and nice to your child’s skin.

402.134.48

Blue

VYSSA SNOSA mattress for junior bed 70×160 cm. Two different
comfort surfaces. The surface relieves pressure and has better air circulation
than the flat side. The cover can be machine washed which helps keep a
hygienic sleeping environment for your child. Both sides can be slept on - it
lasts longer, and keeps fresh for longer. Breathable cover that is nice and soft
against the skin.
White

001.550.73

202.132.51
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201.550.86

MATTRESSES FOR BEDS 8-12 YEARS

MALFORS foam mattress. White. Get all-over support and comfort with a
resilient foam mattress. The 90×200 cm size is approved for children. It has a
child-proof zipper without a pull mechanism, which eliminates small parts and
prevents children from opening it. Easy to bring home since the mattress is
roll packed. Easy to keep clean since you can wash the cover by machine.
Thickness:12 cm.

MOSHULT foam mattress. White. Get all-over support and comfort with
a resilient foam mattress. The 90×200 size is approved for children. It has
a child-proof zipper without a pull mechanism, which eliminates small parts
and prevents children from opening it. Easy to keep clean since you can wash
the cover by machine. Easy to bring home since the mattress is roll packed.
Thickness: 10 cm.
80×200 cm

102.723.35

80×200 cm

102.722.84

90×200 cm

302.723.39

90×200 cm

402.722.87

HOW TO CHOOSE QUILTS AND PILLOWS
3. Softer pillow for suitable support.
We offer pillows in a softer and a firmer version. Small
children are most comfortable with softer pillows. For older
children, it’s best to choose a pillow according to their
individual preferences. You can find pillows for babies at
Children’s IKEA.
Adding on a pillow protector is an easy way to keep your
pillow clean and fresh so it lasts longer.

To find the right quilt and pillow for your child,
it is good to follow these recommendations:

1. Man-made filling for easy care and quick dry.
Man-made pillows and quilts are easier to take care of than
natural counterparts, as they can be machine-washed often
at 60° C, and after being washed they dry quickly. This
makes them a good choice for children with house dust mite
allergies.

4. Protector for longer product life length.
Adding on a mattress protector to your child’s mattress
is an easy way of keeping it fresh, which prolongs the life
length. GÖKÄRT mattress protector is waterproof, which
prevents liquid from passing through.

2. Cooler quilt for a comfortable sleep.
We have quilts in different qualities to fit individual needs
and budgets. The different warmth rates make it easy
to vary the quilts depending on season. Cooler quilts are
recommended to children as they are usually warmer while
they sleep compared to adults. For sure, no matter your
choice, they are all designed to give your child the best
possible comfort.

EXPLANATION OF QUILT AND PILLOW COMFORT SYMBOLS
The symbols below are used to show the features of our comfort products.
Firmer
Depicts pillows with more filling if you like to
sleep on a firmer pillow.

Cooler
Depicts cooler and thinner quilts with less filling for you
who often feel warm.

Softer
Depicts pillows with less filling if you like to
sleep on a softer pillow.

Warmer
Depicts warmer quilts with more filling for you who
feels neither too warm or too cold.

Extra warm
Depicts extra thick and warm quilts with a
generous amount of filling for you who often feels
cold at night.
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QUILTS AND PILLOWS
Recommended quilts and pillows for beds 3-7 years and beds 8-12 years.

HAMPDÅN pillow

• Outer fabric of polyester/cotton which is easy
to care for because it dries quickly.
• A good choice if you are allergic to dust mites
Care instructions

since the quilt is machine-washable at 60°C, a
temperature that kills dust mites.

Softer
This pillow has less filling and is suitable if you
like to sleep on a softer pillow.
Filling weight (50×60 cm) 420 g
50×60 cm

202.697.28

• 186 thread count.
• May be completed with a pillow protector
which protects the pillow from stains and dirt.
Firmer
This pillow has more filling and is suitable if you
Material

like to sleep on a firmer pillow.

Filling: 100% polyester

Filling weight (50×60 cm) 610 g

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

50x60 cm

602.697.26

GRUSBLAD quilts
• Outer fabric of polyester/cotton which is easy to
care for because it dries quickly.
• A good choice if you are allergic to dust mites
since the quilt is machine-washable at 60°C, a
temperature that kills dust mites.
• 186 thread count.

Cooler
If you often feel warm, this cooler and thinner
quilt with less filling is a good choice.
Filling weight (150×200 cm) 450 g
150x200 cm

602.717.05

Care instructions
Material
Filling: 100% polyester
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Warmer
If you don’t feel too warm or too cold when you
sleep, this quilt with more filling is a good choice.
Filling weight (150×200 cm) 840 g
150x200 cm

202.717.50

GÖKÄRT mattress protector
• You can prolong the life of your mattress with a
mattress protector against stains and dirt.
• Your mattress stays dry because a waterproof
layer prevents any liquid from passing through.
• Fits mattresses with a max. height of 30 cm,
Care instructions

since the mattress protector has elastic edging.
• A good choice if you are allergic to dust mites
since the protector is machine-washable at 60°C, a
temperature that kills dust mites.
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Material
Top: 80% cotton, 20% polyester
Surface coating: Polyurethane
Sides: 55% cotton, 45% polyester
90×200 cm
802.812.18

COMPLEMENTARY ITEMS
FLAXA headboard/storage compartment.
Headboard with open shelves and a hidden pull-out
storage unit with castors.
Black-brown

SULTAN LADE.
70×160 cm

600.797.88

002.479.64
SULTAN LURÖY. 17 slats of layer-glued birch adjust
to your body weight and increase the suppleness of the
mattress.

FLAXA underbed. This underbed creates an extra
sleeping-place under FLAXA bed frame with headboard.
Easy to pull out and push in, thanks to the castors and
cut-out handles.
White

102.479.68

KURA bed canopy. Fits the bed both in a low and a
high position. A bed canopy gives privacy and creates a
room-in-room feeling. Note! Only works with KURA
reversible bed.
Turquoise

402.965.99

Pink

103.112.28

LÖVA bed canopy. Can be mounted on the wall above
a bed, an armchair etc. Filters the light, creates an
atmosphere without blacking out. As a safety precaution,
the bed canopy has touch and close fastening that
opens easily.
Green

600.546.36

70×160 cm

502.850.91

80×200 cm

301.602.09

90×200 cm

901.602.11

SVÄRTA desk top. A space solution for working
or studying, to be fitted onto the sides under
SVÄRTA loft bed.
Silver color

202.498.96

SVÄRTA underbed. This underbed creates an
extrasleeping-place under SVÄRTA daybed and
bunkbeds.
Metalik gri

902.479.88

VIKARE guardrail. By fixing the guard rail to the side
of the bed you can reduce the risk of the child falling
out of the bed. Easy to fit and to remove; leaves no
marks in the bed side. Fits both beds and cots.
300.992.93

MYSIG bed canopy. A bed canopy gives privacy and
creates a room-in-room feeling. Can also be hung alone
on the wall and at a lower height to make a cosy spot
where your child can sit and play or read. Folds flat
against the wall when not in use.
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Light blue

402.038.16

Visit www.IKEA.com.tr/en for current prices.

Supply problems may arise due to limited stocks. IKEA reserves the right to revise the price. IKEA shall not be held liable whatsoever for print errors that are not
within its control on the buying guide. IKEA reserves the right to correct such errors. IKEA shall not be held liable for any damage or losses arising from incorrect
assembly.

